RN – Emergency Department
NOW ACCEPTING NEW GRADUATES
TRAINING and PRECEPTORSHIP

Work within cutting-edge health care

Join one of the largest ED in the area of this large metropolitan city. And the most progressive with innovative state-of-the-art technology and advanced equipment. Take your career to the next level in this learning environment with top-rated emergency care for trauma cases.

Collaborate with multidisciplinary team members as first-line responders to provide care for our patients presenting with and in need of emergent medical attention.

Compensation:
- $25/hour and higher based on experience. LPN experience counts toward experience.
- Additional Night and Weekend shift differentials
- $5,000 for Relocation or Sign-On Bonus

Job Overview:
- Provide advanced nursing care for patients with acute conditions such as heart attacks, respiratory distress syndrome, or shock. May perform advanced, invasive diagnostic or therapeutic procedures
- Communicate clearly and openly
- Build relationships within a collaborative environment
- Be accountable for your performance
- Always look for ways to improve the patient experience
- Take initiative for your professional growth
- Be engaged and eager to build a winning team
- Will be trained to be an Expertise in handling sophisticated medical equipment

SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:
Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana

CONTACT: Patty Wyatt / patty@clinipost.com / direct 972.342.5818
Permanent-Hire Healthcare Recruitment
CLINIPOST / Visit us at clinipost.com / Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years
Registered Nurse RN / Southeast State
Med Surg Floors
Ortho or Cardiac or Oncology or General
$5,000 for Relocation -or- Sign-On Bonus!

REQUIREMENTS:
• ADN or BSN
• ACCEPTING NEW GRADUATES: 14-week training and preceptorship
(3) 12s per week / Right now have your choice of Days or Nights!

This Hospital has the highest rankings for:
• Largest bed size in cardiac specialty with ~20 Cardiologists
• Employees Choice Best Places to Work
• Best Companies to Work For

While working here, you will have the opportunity to participate in the Nursing Clinical Ladder Program: which is a career promotion to higher acuity floors CVICU, ICU

OVERVIEW:
• Our Med-Surg RN’s are the frontline providers who have more facetime with the patients than any other profession in the hospital
• A truly collaborative environment between nursing, physicians, and other therapies
• Use high-level critical thinking skills and a knowledge of disease states to assess data and plan, provide, and evaluate care appropriate to patients
• Documentation, time management, admission, and discharge
• Listening to patients’ concerns, and answering loved-ones’ questions
• Team Player who enjoys working collaboratively

COMPENSATION:
• Base: ~$25/hour and higher based on experience / Comprehensive Benefits
• LPN experience counts toward experience
  o Nights: +$4.25/hour shift differential
  o Weekends: +$3.00/hour shift differential

SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:
Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana

CONTACT:  Patty Wyatt / patty@clinipost.com / direct 972.342.5818
Permanent-Hire Healthcare Recruitment
CLINIPOST / Visit us at clinipost.com / Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years
Registered Nurse RN / Southern State PCU

$5,000 for Relocation -or- Sign-On Bonus!

**REQUIREMENTS:**
- ADN or BSN
- ACCEPTING NEW GRADUATES: 14-week training and preceptorship
- Must be a strong Team Player

(3) 12s per week / Right now have your choice of **Days or Nights**!

This Hospital has the highest rankings for:
- Comprehensive Stroke and Chest Pain Center
- Center Largest bed size in cardiac specialty with ~20 Cardiologists
- Best Companies to Work For

**OVERVIEW:**
- A truly collaborative and fast paced environment
- You will provide care to Cardiac patients with various medical comorbidities such as End-Stage Renal Disease, Diabetes, and CHF. Also, various respiratory diseases requiring adjunct Oxygen delivery such as BiPAP and CPAP.
- Patients require a high intensity of nursing care and a high level of surveillance

**COMPENSATION:**
- Base: ~$25/hour and higher based on experience / Comprehensive Benefits
- LPN experience counts toward experience
  - Nights: +$4.25/hour shift differential
  - Weekends: +$3.00/hour shift differential

**SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:**
Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana
Outdoors recreational area with a fun and vibrant city. Very reasonably priced housing options! Shopping and dining, live theater, farmers’ markets, museums, wineries. Hiking, rafting, kayaking, paddle boarding, golfing, sailing, parks, and endless scenic trails. Beautiful weather to enjoy the outdoors.

**CONTACT:** Patty Wyatt / patty@clinipost.com / direct 972.342.5818

Permanent-Hire Healthcare Recruitment

CLINIPOST / Visit us at clinipost.com / Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years
ICU Registered Nurse RN / Southeast State
Preceptorship provided!

$5,000 for Relocation -or- Sign-On Bonus!

REQUIREMENTS:
- ADN or BSN
- ACCEPTING NEW GRADUATES: 14-week training and preceptorship
(3) 12s per week / Right now have your choice of Days or Nights!

PRECEPTOR PROGRAM

This Hospital has the highest rankings for:
- Largest bed size in the region
- Great Place to Work in Healthcare
- Best Companies to Work For

OVERVIEW:
- A truly collaborative environment with interdisciplinary ICU team
- You will provide care to the most critically ill or unstable patients following extensive injury, surgery, or life-threatening diseases
- Work quickly, efficiently, independently, and meticulously in a structured, high acuity and multifaceted environment
- Patients may be intubated, ventilated, and on life-sustaining medication drips
- A patient advocate

COMPENSATION:
- Base: ~$29/hour and higher based on experience / Comprehensive Benefits
  - Nights: +$4.25/hour shift diff / Weekends: +$3.00/hour shift diff

SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:
Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana
This mid-size city is filled with parks, lakes, rafting, kayaking, fishing, and a downtown scene of arts, outdoor cafes, entertainment, unique eateries, local farm markets, and festivals. Miles of hiking and biking trails. Endless housing options for renting or buying, and a cost of living below the national average.

CONTACT:
Patty Wyatt / patty@clinipost.com / direct 972.342.5818
Permanent-Hire Healthcare Recruitment
CLINIPOST / Visit us at clinipost.com / Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years

Medical Healthcare Search Firm
RN for Hospital neuro patients

*New Graduates are welcome! Hospital providing Organized Mentorship!*

*Arizona / ACCEPTING NEW GRADUATES!*

Voted Top Best Place to Work in Healthcare

Newly renovated Hospital with a modern décor and state-of-the-art resources and technology

- Day Shift, 3-12s per week, 6am-6pm
- Night Shift, 3-12s per week, 6pm-6am

**Highest Workplace Culture:** Nursing teams collaborate - Leadership is available and transparent. There is a focus on mentoring and encouraging growth/career development. The respect that they all have for each other leads to the high quality of employee work life that you will find here.

**Patient Cases:** including stroke, amputation, burns, Parkinson’s disease, neurological and muscular balance disorders, major trauma, orthopedic, spinal cord, wound, cardiovascular

**COMPENSATION:**
- ~$29/hour - $41/hour (Base: ~$61,000 - $86,000) / with full benefits and paid time off
- PLUS: $2.50/hour night shift diff, and $4.00/hour weekend shift diff
- Non-Exempt; paid at time and ½ for all overtime hours
- PLUS, Relocation Package
- Tuition loan reimbursement
- Open ladder for career advancement!

**Plenty of CONTINUING EDUCATION:**
- Cover costs of continuing education
- Employer pays for board certifications with full coverage of the costs for the exam including study materials and maintenance of certification. Board Certification is rewarded with a Salary Increase plus Bonus

**OVERVIEW:**
- Formal mentorship provided / collaborative interdisciplinary teams
- 6-10 RNs on the night shift / teams of 10-15 RNs on days
- **Reports to:** RN Shift Team Supervisor

**ARIZONA - LOCATION:**
Bike friendly with bike lanes, horseback riding, mountain biking, hiking, many parks. New shopping malls, vintage shops, taverns, restaurants, and plenty of things to do. Mountainous landscaping and always a trail for running, biking, or hiking. Affordable place to live with a great job market.

**If interested and for details, please forward a resume to** [patty@clinipost.com](mailto:patty@clinipost.com)

Patty Wyatt / direct 972.342.5818 / CLINIPOST / [visit us at clinipost.com](http://clinipost.com)

Nationwide Recruiting in Healthcare for 14 years
RN CVICU / Open Heart Patients
Mentorship with Preceptor

REQUIREMENTS:
• ADN or BSN
• At least 1 year of acute care experience; prefer CVPCU or step-down ICU
• CCRN or achieve once on board
• Seeking those that really want to learn and grow
• Must be a Team Player; someone who has a passion to work collaboratively

(3) 12s per week / Start on Nights and can be moved to Days once gain experience

This Hospital has highest rankings for:
• Largest bed size in cardiac specialty with ~20 Cardiologists
• Great Place to Work in Healthcare
• Employees Choice Best Places to Work
• Best Companies to Work For

OVERVIEW:
• CVICU acuity is high and one of the most intensive and specialized fields. Nurses with
  the skills to work in CVICU remain in high demand and are one of the most sought-after
  specialty nurses.
• Run IVs, observe vital signs, operate heart monitors, CODES, surgical recovery of
  CABG, cardiac valve, pulmonary and vascular patients
• Patients requiring therapeutic modalities such as cardiac catheterization, pacemakers,
  AICD and others
• CVICU Unit is about 30 beds. All beds have telemetry capabilities
• Baloon pumps and dialysis

COMPENSATION:
• Base $29-$37/hour / Comprehensive Benefits
  o + Nights: +$4.25/hour shift differential
  o + Weekends: +$3.00/hour shift differential

SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:
The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana
Noted destination for outdoor recreation! Parks, lakes, rafting, kayaking, fishing, and a
downtown scene of arts, shops, restaurants, outdoor cafes, entertainment, local farm markets,
and festivals. Miles of hiking and biking trails. Endless housing options for renting or buying,
and a cost of living below the national average.

CONTACT:
patty@clinipost.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 972.342.5818

CLINIPOST
Medical Healthcare Search Firm visit us at clinipost.com
Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years
RN MED/TELE NEURO

A challenging setting that prepares you for working in high acuity floors.

**SHIFT:** 3 12’s Days or Nights  
**Mentorship with Preceptor**

300-bed Hospital

**REQUIREMENTS:**
- ADN or BSN
- 1 year of acute care, or LTAC, or SNF, or Rehab experience

Hospital renovated with the most up to date technology. Known for their best quality outcomes and compassionate care. 1,000+ employees and about 500 providers.

**OVERVIEW:**
- Primarily Stroke patients, ACS, AMI, CHF, CAD, Cardiac Arrhythmias
- May be COVID patients to care for
- A truly collaborative team!
- Peg tubes, foleys, CVC/PICC lines, IVs, CPAP, BiPAP, low EFs (<10% even), critical cardiac drips, heparin or insulin drips
- Patients requiring therapeutic modalities such as cardiac catheterization, pacemakers, AICD and others
- All beds have telemetry capabilities

**COMPENSATION:**
- Base w/o shift diff: $25-$37/hour / Comprehensive Benefits  
  - Nights: +$4.25/hour shift differential  
  - Weekends: +$3.00/hour shift differential

**SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION:**
*Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana*

**CONTACT:**
patty@clinipost.com

Patty Wyatt / direct 972.342.5818

[CLINIPOST](http://www.clinipost.com) visit us at clinipost.com

*Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years*
RN Operating Room / Circulating

**REQUIREMENT:**
- BSN or ADN working toward BSN
- Minimum 1 year of Perioperative experience or completion of Perioperative Nursing Course preferred

320-bed Hospital

**SHIFT:** Days -or- Evenings -or- Nights
- On-Call 7 days per month

**OVERVIEW:**
- ~10 OR Rooms
- Surgeries: Adults and Peds, General, ENT, Oral, Thoracic, Vascular, Urological, Orthopedic, Gynecological, Cardiovascular and Neurosurgical
- Coordinate the care of the patient in the operating room / Team concept
- Check the case cart / meet the patient in pre-op / Check the chart pre-surgery / check all equipment is operational, count all supplies / documentation of time / prep the patient / Recordings during procedures / position the patient in OR / assist the anesthesiologist / transport patient to PACU

**COMPENSATION:**
- Base ~ $28-$39/hour
- Evenings or Days
- On-Call Required about 6-7 days per month

**SOUTHEAST REGION / LOCATION**

*Georgia, The Carolinas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana*

This mid-size city is filled with parks, lakes, rafting, kayaking, fishing, and a downtown scene of arts, outdoor cafes, entertainment, unique eateries, local farm markets, and festivals. Miles of hiking and biking trails. Endless housing options for renting or buying, and a cost of living below the national average.

**CONTACT:**
patty@clini-post.com
Patty Wyatt / direct 972.342.5818

[CLINIPost](http://clini-post.com) visit us at clini-post.com

*Healthcare Recruiting for the past 14 years*